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Global Biodiversity T. Pullaiah 2018-12-07 This is the first volume in the new
multi-volume set, Global Biodiversity. Each volume in this series aims to
provide insightful information on the biodiversity of selected nations in
particular regions. The volumes summarize the available data on both wild and
cultivated plants, wild and domesticated animals, and microbes of the different
nations. Global Biodiversity, Volume 1: Selected Countries in Asia focuses on
selected countries of Asia, providing an abundance of biodiversity information
on Afghanistan, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, and Vietnam. The first chapter in the
volume provides an informative overview of what is biodiversity along with
biogeographic classifications. It provides explanations of biodiversity
patterns and species number; biodiversity conservation, protection, and
international commitments and cooperation; biodiversity threats and drivers of
change (such as human population growth, climate change, land use change); and
the economics of biodiversity as well.
The Subcontinent of South Asia: Afghanistan, Ceylon, India, Nepal [and]
Pakistan United States. Department of State. Public Services Division 1959
Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture, for ... 1876
Afghanistan Immigration Policy, Laws and Regulations Handbook: Strategic
Information and Regulations IBP, Inc. 2017-07 Afghanistan Immigration Laws and
Regulations Handbook - Strategic Information and Basic Laws
Agriculture and Forestry Bulletin 1984
Monthly Reports of the Department of Agriculture J. R. Dodge 1876
Water Resource Development in Northern Afganistan and Its Implications for Amu
Darya Basin Masood Ahmad 2004-01-01 This publication examines increased water
use by Afghanistan and its implications for other water users in the basin,
including the Aral Sea, both in the short and long term. Topics discussed
include: the amount of Amu Darya flows generated in northern Afghanistan; the
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amount of water presently used in northern Afghanistan, prospective use in the
near future, and possible impact of the increased use on the riparian states
and the Aral Sea; existing agreements between Afghanistan and the neighbouring
Central Asian states on the use of waters in the Amu Darya Basin, their
relevance and applicability in the present and in the future; and future
directions for water resources development and improved water management in the
basin.
Afghanistan Investment and Business Guide Volume 1 Strategic, Practical
Information and Opportunities IBP USA
Afghanistan Kyrgyzstan Tajikistan Agro-Food Value Chain Feasibility Study Draft
Main Report United Nations Development Programme 2015-12-07 Agricultural
production needs to grow by 60 percent between 2005 and 2050 to feed the
world’s growing population, which is expected to reach 9.3 billion by 2050. 6
billion out of 9.3 will live in urban areas, roughly meaning some part of 3
billion rural habitants (who are farmers) will feed 9.3 billion people, with
limited land and water and against challenges of changing climate. Every year,
USD 83 billion (in 2009 USD) should be invested in the developing world to
double their agricultural production. UNDP, considering the demand from
regional governments and international community, initiated a project for a
tripartite regional consortium in Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan in
agro-food industry. The first phase is concluded in October 2015 when the
Memorandum of Understanding establishing the Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan (AKT) Agro-food Industry Consortium signed by the governments; and
the AKT Agro-food Industry Consortium launched at Dushanbe in October 2015. As
part of the Feasibility & Build Up Phase, a comprehensive feasibility study
started immediately after the launch. This analytical and diagnostic work
provides the most detailed assessment of agro-food value chains in in
Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan to date, and identifies a set of
concrete investment areas at the micro, meso and macro levels.
Guilty Party: the International Community in Afghanistan Graciana del Castillo
2014-04-02 Recalling an unforgettable trip throughout Afghanistan in Nowroz
1978, only three weeks before the bloody communist coup d'état, the author uses
places along the way to describe how foreign conquerors, nationalist policies,
a variety of ethnicities and religions, and the Silk Route combined to mold
present-day Afghanistan. Such places provided the stage for the famous battles
of ancient and modern times, as they provided the different livelihoods of the
afghan population that still lives mostly from agriculture and livestock
production. Gripping accounts on the political and security transitions since
9/11 have not been matched by similar ones on the economic and social ones,
which is the purpose of this book. Based on what she saw in a more recent visit
in 2011, the author explains to a general audience how misguided economic
policies, misplaced priorities, and wasteful aid have led Afghanistan to an
infamous record: the country not only relapsed into conflict but became the
most aid-dependent country in the world. Muddling through, as in the past, is
no longer an option as NATO troops withdraw and aid falls sharply. The author
makes a proposal to help the country to move away from the vicious circle of
insecurity, aid, drug and food dependency to a virtuous one of genuine
investment, rural development, employment opportunities and improved
livelihoods. The cost of the Afghan war-in terms of human lives and taxpayers'
money-has been outrageous, and taxpayers should demand a debate among all
stakeholders on how to move forward.
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Bibliography of Agriculture 1976 Vols. for 1975- have "data provided by
National Agricultural Library, U.S. Department of Agriculture."
Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture 1876
Agricultural and Natural Research & Reviews Birhan Kunter 2021-12-15
Agricultural and Natural Research & Reviews
Evaluation of World Bank Programs in Afghanistan 2002-11 The World Bank
2013-08-23 This report evaluates the outcomes of World Bank Group support to
Afghanistan from 2002-11. Despite extremely difficult security conditions,
which deteriorated markedly after 2006, the World Bank Group has commendably
established and sustained a large program of support to the country. The key
messages of the evaluation are: • While World Bank Group strategy has been
highly relevant to Afghanistan’s situation, beginning in 2006 the strategies
could have gone further in adapting ongoing programs to evolving opportunities
and needs, and in programming activities sufficient to achieve the objectives
of the pillars in those strategies. • Overall, Bank Group assistance has
achieved substantial progress toward most of its major objectives, although
risks to development outcomes remain high. Impressive results have been
achieved in public financial management, public health, telecommunications, and
community development; substantial outputs have also been achieved in primary
education, rural roads, irrigation, and microfinance—all started during the
initial phase. Bank assistance has been critical in developing the mining
sector as a potential engine of growth. However, progress has been limited in
civil service reform, agriculture, urban development, and private sector
development. • The Bank Group’s direct financial assistance has been augmented
effectively by analytic and advisory activities and donor coordination through
the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund. Knowledge services have been an
important part of Bank Group support and have demonstrated the value of
strategic analytical work, even in areas where the Bank Group may opt out of
direct project financing. • With the expected reduction of the international
presence in 2014, sustainability of development gains remains a major risk
because of capacity constraints and inadequate human resources planning on the
civilian side. To enhance program effectiveness, the evaluation recommends that
the Bank Group help the government develop a comprehensive, long-term human
resources strategy for the civilian sectors; focus on strategic analytical work
in sectors that are high priorities for the government; assist in the
development of local government institutions and, in the interim, support the
development of a viable system for service delivery at subnational levels;
assist in transforming the National Solidarity Program into a more sustainable
financial and institutional model to consolidate its gains; help strengthen the
regulatory environment for private sector investment; and scale up IFC and MIGA
support to the private sector. Chapter Abstracts Chapter 1 This chapter
examines the country context, including continuing conflict and insecurity,
poverty, and the role of development partners and non-state actors (civil
society and humanitarian organizations) in Afghanistan. It examines coming
transitions in security arrangements, including political and economic
transitions. It outlines the evaluation methods used, as well as limitations.
Chapter 2 This chapter deals with the World Bank Group strategy and program,
the Bank Group’s operational program, portfolio performance, analytic and
advisory activities review, the Afghanistan Reconstruction Fund, and the new
Interim Strategy Note, as well as previous Transitional Support Strategies and
ISNs. Chapter 3 This chapter examines the building of state capacity and state
accountability to its citizens, specifically issues such as results and
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shortcomings in public financial management, public sector governance, and
health and education. The World Bank Group contribution is highlighted. Risks
to development outcomes are discussed. Chapter 4 This chapter examines the
issue of promoting growth in the rural economy and improving rural livelihoods,
including sectors such as rural roads, agriculture and water. The National
Solidarity Program and the Bank Group’s contribution to it are discussed. Risks
to development outcomes are noted. Chapter 5 This chapter concerns support for
the formal private sector, examining the overall investment climate and
financial sector. It looks at possibilities for growth in the mining and
hydrocarbons sector, information and communications technology, and power
sectors. Urban development is also examined. The World Bank Group contribution
is highlighted. Chapter 6 This chapter provides an overall assessment
(relevance, efficacy) of the Bank Group’s program in Afghanistan, outlining the
internal and external drivers of success (knowledge services, staff capacity,
customization of program design to country context, alignment of donor
objectives, etc) and weakness. Chapter 7 This chapter outlines the lessons for
fragile and conflict-affected situations drawing on the specifics of the
Afghanistan evaluation case. Recommendations are offered in areas such as labor
markets, human resources, strategic-level analytical work vis-a-vis long-term
development strategies, and strengthening of the regulatory environment for
private sector investment.
Monthly Reports of the Department of Agriculture United States. Department of
Agriculture 1874 Contain reports on the condition of the crops, on special
subjects of interest to farmers, and meteorological observations.
Afghanistan in the 1970s Louis Dupree 1974
Hope and Grief in the Anthropocene Lesley Head 2016-02-22 The Anthropocene is a
volatile and potentially catastrophic age demanding new ways of thinking about
relations between humans and the nonhuman world. This book explores how
responses to environmental challenges are hampered by a grief for a pristine
and certain past, rather than considering the scale of the necessary
socioeconomic change for a 'future' world. Conceptualisations of human-nature
relations must recognise both human power and its embeddedness within material
relations. Hope is a risky and complex process of possibility that carries
painful emotions; it is something to be practised rather than felt. As
centralised governmental solutions regarding climate change appear
insufficient, intellectual and practical resources can be derived from everyday
understandings and practices. Empirical examples from rural and urban contexts
and with diverse research participants - indigenous communities, climate
scientists, weed managers, suburban householders - help us to consider
capacity, vulnerability and hope in new ways.
Report on Survey of Land and Water Resources: Afghanistan Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations 1965
Studies in Traditional and Modern Irrigated Agriculture B. D. Dhawan 2000
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for the Year United States.
Department of Agriculture 1861
Afghanistan Labor Policy, Laws and Regulations Handbook: Strategic Information
and Regulations IBP, Inc. 2017-07 Afghanistan Labor Laws and Regulations
Handbook - Strategic Information and Basic Laws
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Water resources management in Afghanistan: The issues and options Qureshi, A.
S. 2002 This report presents the analysis of current status of water resources
management in Afghanistan and identify steps for maximizing the use ofavailable
water resources to enhance crop productivity and environmental sustainability.
Remote Sensing Application Tofael Ahamed 2022 This book focuses solely on the
issues of agriculture and forest productivity analysis with advanced modeling
approaches to bring solutions to food-insecure regions of South and Southeast
Asia. Advanced modeling tools and their use in regional planning provide an
outstanding opportunity to contribute toward food production and environments.
In this book, leading-edge research methodologies related to remote sensing and
geospatial variability of soil, water, and regional agricultural production
indicators and their applications are introduced together--a unique feature of
the book is the domain of regional policy perspectives and allied fields. In
regional policy planning, agriculture and forestry have a key role in food
security and environmental conservation that depends on the geo-spatial
variability of these factors. Over the years, nature and climate have
determined the variability of soil type, soil quality, geographical deviation
for habitat, water quality, water sources, urban influences, population growth,
carbon stock levels, and water resources with rain-fed or irrigated land use
practices. In addition, human nutritional values and dietary habits have
brought cultural adaptation of either mono- or multi-cropping patterns in the
region. To encompass all these above mentioned factors and classify regional
variability for policy planning, satellite remote sensing and geographical
information systems have the immense potential to increase agricultural and
forest productivity to ensure the resilience of its sustainability. Therefore,
the 13 chapters presented in this book introduce modeling techniques using the
signatures of vegetation and water indices, land use and land change dynamics,
climatic, and socioeconomic criteria through spatial, temporal, and statistical
analysis. As well, remote sensing and in-depth GIS analysis are integrated with
machine and deep learning algorithms to address natural uncertainties such as
flash floods, droughts, and cyclones in agricultural production management.
Pentagon's South Asia Defence and Strategic Year Book 2008 Colonel Harjeet
Singh 2008-03-30 South Asia's complex geopolitical realities present a number
of challenges to regional countries and dominate the discourse. Likewise, there
are complex geostrategic issues which inhibit regional cooperation and add to
trust-deficit. This 2008 volume captures the perspectives of experts and
scholars on South Asia who offer insights of the region.
Conflict in Afghanistan Frank Clements 2003 Provides information on key
figures, events, and organizations in Afghanistan from 1747, when the state was
formed, to the current conflict with the Taliban.
Hearings United States. Congress. House 1961
Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture United States. Department of
Agriculture 1861
That Sheep May Safely Graze David M. Sherman 2019-03-15 The very mention of
Afghanistan conjures images of war, international power politics, the opium
trade, and widespread corruption. Yet the untold story of Afghanistan’s
seemingly endless misfortune is the disruptive impact that prolonged conflict
has had on ordinary rural Afghans, their culture, and the timeless relationship
they share with their land and animals. In rural Afghanistan, when animals die,
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livelihoods are lost, families and communities suffer, and people may perish.
That Sheep May Safely Graze details a determined effort, in the midst of war,
to bring essential veterinary services to an agrarian society that depends day
in and day out on the well-being and productivity of its animals, but which,
because of decades of war and the disintegration of civil society, had no
reliable access to even the most basic animal health care. The book describes
how, in the face of many obstacles, a dedicated group of Afghan and expatriate
veterinarians working for a small nongovernmental organization (NGO) in Kabul
was able to create a national network of over 400 veterinary field units
staffed by over 600 veterinary paraprofessionals. These paravets were selected
by their own communities and then trained and outfitted by the NGO so that
nearly every district in the country that needed basic veterinary services now
has reliable access to such services. Most notably, over a decade after its
inception and with Afghanistan still in free fall, this private sector,
district-based animal health program remains vitally active. The communitybased veterinary paraprofessionals continue to provide quality services to
farmers and herders, protecting their animals from the ravages of disease and
improving their livelihoods, despite the political upheavals and instability
that continue to plague the country. The elements contributing to this
sustainability and their application to programs for improved veterinary
service delivery in developing countries beyond Afghanistan are described in
the narrative.
Afghanistan Investment and Business Guide Volume 1 Strategic and Practical
Information IBP USA 2013-08 Afghanistan Investment and Business Guide Strategic and Practical Information
Report of the Secretary of Agriculture ... United States. Dept. of Agriculture
1861
Bibliography of Agriculture 1974-07
United States Contribution to the Food and Agriculture Organization United
States. Congress. House. Committee on Foreign Affairs 1961 Considers draft
legislation to remove ceiling on U.S. annual contribution to U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization.
The Agricultural Situation in the Far East and Oceania 1971
A Concise History of Afghanistan-Central Asia and India in 25 Volumes HAMID
ALIKUZAI 2015-01-19 Thirteen years after the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan
Thirteen years after the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, the gains that the
international coalition has made with its local partners are real but
reversible. Afghanistan is no longer a global hub of terrorist activity, but
Taliban resurgence would threaten to make it one again. Reconstruction
assistance has produced demonstrable progress in health, education, and
economic well-being, but corruption and governance problems have undermined
popular support for the government in Kabul and constrained the overall level
of progress. Internationally, a coalition still backs the International
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) military mission. However, NATO's will is
waning; China, Russia, and India are largely free riders; and Punjab and Iran
publicly say the right things, while destabilizing Afghanistan by privately
meddling to their own ends. Political and economic realities in the United
States make the current level of American engagement in Afghanistan
unsustainable. But as the commitment of coalition partners fades, what
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Washington decides will shape the future of South Asia. Looking ahead, there
are three different scenarios for American engagement in Afghanistan. It
remains to be seen exactly which route Washington will take. But it is clear
that U.S. interests require a long-term commitment not only in Afghanistan but
across the region. Lest it be forgotten, the consequences of ignoring the
region in the 1990s were visited upon the United States on 9/11. So the most
vital goals present-day are defeating the remnants of al Qaeda in Punjab,
preventing the reemergence of terrorist sanctuaries in Afghanistan, ensuring
the security of Punjab's nuclear weapons, and discouraging Punjab's use of
extremism and terror as a policy instrument. There are three ways forward. Each
entails a different degree of involvement and carries varying risks and
rewards. The first option is the riskiest. Future #1: Immediate Departure and
the Reallocation of Resources because discontent among the U.S. public over the
war is already at an all-time high.
Hopeless but Optimistic Douglas A. Wissing 2016-08-08 “A fascinating ground
level account of the effect of absurd and inappropriate Washington strategies
on Afghans and on American soldiers.”—Abdulkader Sinno, author of Organizations
at War in Afghanistan & Beyond Award-winning journalist Douglas A. Wissing’s
poignant and eye-opening journey across insurgency-wracked Afghanistan casts an
unyielding spotlight on greed, dysfunction, and predictable disaster while
celebrating the everyday courage and wisdom of frontline soldiers, idealistic
humanitarians, and resilient Afghans. As Wissing hauls a hundred pounds of body
armor and pack across the Afghan warzone in search of the ground truth, US
officials frantically spin a spurious victory narrative, American soldiers try
to keep their body parts together, and Afghans try to stay positive and strain
to figure out their next move after the US eventually leaves. As one technocrat
confided to Wissing, “I am hopeless—but optimistic.” Along with a deep inquiry
into the 21st-century American way of war and an unforgettable glimpse of the
enduring culture and legacy of Afghanistan, Hopeless but Optimistic includes
the real stuff of life: the austere grandeur of Afghanistan and its remarkable
people; warzone dining, defecation, and sex; as well as the remarkable shopping
opportunities for men whose job is to kill. Silver Medal, War & Military,
Foreword Indies Awards Silver Medal, Current Events, Independent Publisher Book
Awards “A scathing dispatch from an embedded journalist in Afghanistan . . .
Pungent, embittered, eye-opening observations of a conflict involving lessons
still unlearned.”—Kirkus Reviews “Here we confront in granular detail the waste
and folly that is America’s war in Afghanistan.”—Andrew J. Bacevich, author of
The Age of Illusions
The Wolves of Helmand Frank "Gus" Biggio 2020-11-10 At turns poignant, funny,
philosophical, and raw—but always real—The Wolves of Helmand is both a
heartfelt homage to the Marine brotherhood with whom Biggio served and an
expression of respect and love for the people of Afghanistan who ultimately
trusted, shared, and appreciated their purpose. Ten years after serving his
country as a U.S. Marine, Captain Frank “Gus” Biggio signed up once again
because he missed the brotherhood of the military. Leaving behind his budding
law career, his young wife, and newborn son, he was deployed to Helmand
Province—the most violent region in war-torn Afghanistan—for reasons few would
likely understand before reading this book. Riven by conflict and occupation
for centuries because of its strategic location, the region he landed in was,
at that time, a hotbed of Taliban insurgency. As a participant in the landmark
U.S.-led Operation Khanjar, Biggio and his fellow Marines were executing a newera military strategy. Focused largely on empowerment of the local population,
the offensive began with a troop surge designed to thwart the Taliban, but was
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more importantly followed by the restoration of the local government and realtime capacity building among the withdrawn and destitute Afghan people. The
Wolves of Helmand is unlike other war memoirs. It takes us less into the
action—though there is that too—and more into the quiet places of today’s war
zones. Yes, you’ll read of our Marines’ stealth arrival in a single night, our
advanced weaponry, and our pop-up industrial village command centers. You’ll
read, as well, about the ambushed patrols and the carnage of IEDs. But you will
also read of the persistence, humility, ruggedness, loneliness, tedium,
diplomacy, and humanity of our Marines’ jobs there, which more than anything
else reveals the magnitude of even the smallest victories. Completed years
after the author’s return from his mission, The Wolves of Helmand is most of
all a decade-long self-examination of a warrior’s heart, conscience, and
memory. Whether intended or not, Biggio’s deep reflections and innate honesty
answer every question you’ve ever wanted to ask about life and death in war—and
even questions you probably never thought to ask. What calls a warrior to duty?
What makes, sustains, plagues, and even breaks a warrior? These are bigger
questions than the ones impolite society pokes around when a veteran returns
home—Did you kill anyone? Did you have to go? Why would you fight for another
country? Why were we even there? Yet the answers to those queries are here,
too, in this thoughtful memoir that will make you think about war, family,
love, and loss.
Discerning President Obama's National Security Strategy Douglas Lovelace 2010
Volume 111 of Terrorism: Commentary on Security Documents, Discerning President
Obama's National Security Strategy, makes available documents from the first
fifteen months of the Obama administration that provide insights into its
developing national security strategy. Included are documents that include
detailed intelligence estimates and strategies as well as documents that
outline important lessons regarding stability and reconstruction in Iraq.
Additional documents provide valuable insight into the Obama Administration's
Afghanistan and Pakistan Strategy. General Editor Douglas Lovelace, an expert
in U.S. military matters, elucidates the complexities of military spending and
of counter-insurgency tactics.
A Concise History of Afghanistan in 25 Volumes Hamid Wahed Alikuzai 2013-10 For
35,000 years ancient Afghanistan was called Aryana (the Light of God) has
existed. Then in 747 AD what is today called Afghanistan became Khorasan (which
means Sunrise in Dari) which was a much larger geographical area. In the middle
of the nineteenth century the name Afghanistan, which means home of the united
tribes, was applied originally by the Saxons (present day British) and the
Russians. During the Great Games in the middle of nineteenth century, the
Durand Line was created in 1893 and was in place until 1993. Saxons created the
state of Afghanistan out of a geographical area roughly the size of Texas: in
1893 before which there were 10 million square kilometers, larger than the size
of Canada, as means to act as a buffer zone between the Saxon-India & TsaristRussia and the Chinese.
Agricultural Programs and Practices in Afghanistan in 1962 Dana D. Reynolds
1962
Hearings United States. Congress. House. Committee on Foreign Affairs 1961
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